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Intro
Hello and welcome, 
In this issue : Results of WRC Neste Finland and ERC Barum Rally Zlin.
Good reading !

News
RallyeSim needs Marshal !

I didn’t mention it but it’s very important too, RallyeSim also needs Marshal !
You won’t waving a flag unfortunately but you will have to take the role of several real marshal.
- Check the Setups, if they are legal.
- Check the times, is they are correct and possible.
- View the replay, reported and sanctioned the cuts and also the dangerous driving.

Contact Maverik on the forum to become a RallyeSim Marshal.

Remember, like IRL, if we don’t have Marshal, we don’t have races.



Results
World Rally Championship: Neste Finland
Welcome in Finland for a fast rally with a lot amount of jumps.

WRC
Thursday evening the traditional Super-Special Stage is ran and the rally start Friday for a very 
long day.
Surprisingly Netherlands did’t take part of this rally, mimowrc and joan fight during all the 
morning and the confrontation took end with the crash of joan in the middle of SS5, but the 
Bulgarian will have the time of the Service Park the get a rest because hubertos is 1,11 
seconds behind, G.Ros at 4,6 sec and Juhopack is 4th at 8,4 seconds, carbon place the first 
Hyundai at the 5th place 
In the afternoon hubertos is being attacked by G.Ros, mimowrc profit of the distraction to take
9 seconds on the two drivers, the attacks G.Ros wasn’t enough to take the 2nd place from 
hubertos, behind a fight for 5th place between carbon and Riry took place but the Italian driver 
didn’t falter, Riry leave the road in SS9 and retire his car. Our both Toyota drivers got now only 
11 hundredth of a second between them. Juhopack wasn’t able to follow the rhythm and lost 
20s of the podium and carbon has now Racingman in his mirrors.

The Saturday start with 3 stages to run twice plus one stage, the one that will serve as Power 
Stage the following day, and in SS13 the first of the morning G.Ros goes in the ditch and need 
the help of spectators to get back on the road, he loose 45s in the process.
In the next stage he realise the best time as hubertos take the lead, Juhopack still loosing 
times will face G.Ros try to defend his 3rd place, something that he does perfectly by resisting 
and pushing his opponent to the fault, G.Ros crash in SS19, the last stage of the day, 
Juhopack is 3rd at 46s of our leading duo, Racingman place his Hyundai i20 at the 4th place, 
40s behind mcdaros is also at 40s in front of G.Ros with his Super-Rally penality, points is still 
possible for the Andorran. After an intense battle mimowrc lead by 68 hundredth of a second 
on hubertos, this Sunday and the Power Stage will be decisive.

G.Ros already on the limits will make the last mistake and will retire in SS21, mimowrc will 
won 3 of the 4 stages and won the Nest Rally Finland, letting the Power Stage for hubertos 
only 6 seconds separate the two drivers after 23 stages and 170kms. A difficult 3 rd place for 
Juhopack, Racingman 4th proving the performance of his car and his team and mcdaros 5th 
with the second Yaris WRC from Adapta WRT.







WRC-2
In R5 class it was a difficult Friday morning, Alexander Burns made a mistake in SS2, 
rauldetramo in SS3 and MaRtEs13 resisting quite well to the return of his compatriot and even
battling through the afternoon and finish the day at 2.11 seconds of Alexander Burns, Fan 
Andriam is 3rd at 34s in a Fiesta R5 separating two group of C3 R5, TEMUREZ at 18s behind is
closely followed by everyone in the Top10.

Saturday Alexander Burns committed another mistake and loose 30 seconds, MaRtEs13 
leading the rally will damage his car in SS17 and have to repair on the road section, letting 
Alexandre Burns with a minute gap and won the rally, over rauledetramo, Fan Andriam has 
spun in the final stage and offered his 2nd place to the Spanish, TEMUREZ and Thomas 
Radstrom has battled to the finish line.



JWRC
PauloSoriaRally and WATATAGUI animated the first stages until the Frenchman goes of the 
roads in SS5, PauloSoriaRally now in comfortable lead nothing could happened to him but he 
damaged his car and needed to fix it and received a penality for being late at the start of SS7, 
BOHL Pablo and Carballo Luca took and fight for the lead.

Saturday the battle turn in favour of Carballo Luca with a better tyres choice than BOHL 
Pablo, he obtain some fresh air and will maintain the gap during the afternoon. 
PauloSoriaRally and WATATAGUI was on their way to comeback but both leave the road and 
retired (SS17 for the Argentinian and SS18 for the Frenchman).

Final day the position remain unchanged, WATATAGUI won the four stages of the day, 
PauloSoriaRally retired due to engine issue at the end of SS21.



European Rally Championship: Barum Rally Zlin
We are in Czech Republic for the 6th round of ERC and the last for Junior championship.
The difficult tarmac and forest stage of Barum Rally Zlin generally host a surprising rally.

ERC
After a SSS in Zlin, multiples battles start for different positions, mimowrc and G.Ros for first 
place, Juhopack is 3rd at 16 seconds, rauldetramo, groveine974 and hubertos fight for 4th 
place.

Day2, is starting and for personal reason G.Ros didn’t take pack of the Leg2, mimowrc, 
rauldetramo and groveine974 made the wrong tyre choice, Juhopack take the lead off the 
Bulgarian driver, as hubertos successfully manage the conditions and take the 3rd place with a 
30 seconds gap of the front and on the back. Then a heavy rain fell on the roads and the first 
victim was groveine974 early in the afternoon, mimowrc is unable to catch up Juhopack and 
prefer assuring his position, hubertos remain 3rd, rauldetramo leave the road in the last stage 
letting the 4th place to Seba Majzner and Federico Vega enter in the Top5 after fighting with 
ekstatiker.



ERC-2
In this group it was more old school battle with big gap, mcdaros start like a cannonball, 
pepeta was behind until SS11 where a lot of drama happened, nicochen02 and Zio Pino took 
2nd and 3rd places with a Abarth 124 RGT and a Porsche GT+, AssurGus who was close to the 
Italian driver with his EvoX R4 take advantage of the Porsche suffering with only two wheels 
drive and the lake of technologies to compare to the Abarth.

ERC-3
With a powerful DS3 R3T WATATAGUI easily take the lead, followed by bertal who made the 
difference in the afternoon with a Clio R3T, then the battle for the Junior championship with vfr, 
djess and Miniasca, the championship will be won by one of the two last mentioned, when the 
Belgian take advantage he loose times and djess catch up and is now at 16 seconds before the
Saturday afternoon, but Miniasca “I went flat-out to save the championship”  and find 5 
seconds to place between him and djess and won the ERC Junior Championship.



Other
Ads

We're looking for testers!

 Give your feelings for new cars  Tests of new SS

 Compare them with those of the same 
class

 No Beugs

 Felt on 3D  Correct the possible cuts

 Good placement of the exterior 
elements of the car ...

 Your feelings about possible 
improvement.

If you are interested, meet on the discord or otherwise you can contact djess on the forum ! 

Discord link:
https://discord.gg/awF2TQ

Calendar
Week 36 from 31/08/2020 to 06/09/2020
Stable   Omloop van Vlanderen 2 20  Belgian RallyeSim Championship
Stable   Rally New-Zealand 3 18  World Rally Championship

   Rallye hautes Cotes (Cf. 2) 1 6  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte
   Rallye Defi 2 19  North American Rally Cup

Week 37 from 07/09/2020 to 13/09/2020
Stable   Rajd Kormoran 2 14  Polish Rally Championship
Stable   Rallye Mont Blanc 2 14  Championnat de France Asphalt

    Rallye Picodon (Cf. 2) 1 8  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte
    Telstra Rally Australia 3 20  World Rally Championship 2003

Week 38 from 14/09/2020 to 20/09/2020
Stable  Niederösterreich Rallye 2 10  Alpe Adria Rally

   Rallye VXR 3 18  Virtual Malagasy Rally Championship
   Rally Costa Smeralda 2 6  Campionato Italiano Rally

Stable   Rallye de Lorraine (Cf. 3) 2 10  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte

Week 39 from 21/09/2020 to 27/09/2020
Stable  Rally of Turkey 3 ?  World Rally Championship

   Pacific Forest Rally 2 14  North American Rally Cup
Stable  East Belgian Rally 1 12  Belgian RallyeSim Championship

   Rallye  Ardèchoise (Cf.2) ? ?  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte





Skin of the month

Citroën C3 WRC Mikkelsen/Jaeger Pirelli Development Test 2020 (by alex_speed)
https://www.mediafire.com/file/65mmpt2kun68d75/Pirelli21.zip/file

Subaru Impreza WRC ‘99 Arai/Freeman Rallye Catalunya 2000 (by PetrovPG)
http://download848.mediafire.com/k30g4cippmsg/tbhz3c89x7t4hx9/2000_Arai_Rallye+Catalunya-Costa+Brava+%28ppg%29.zip



Do not hesitate to return to this magazine and if you want to share screenshots of your career 
mod rallies send them on the dedicated subjects in the Screenshot section of the forum or by 
PM. (If you wish a brief comment can be add).

Neuville RBR
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